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[OFFENSE

his does not mean placing one foot off the strip to reach a water bottle during the one
:minute break. This means unhooking, and flat-out wandering off. It is often a defiance thing.

Here is where we get a little more devious. WATCH the person who has just been parried,
r whose first attack has failed. This is a TACTICAL move used by high level fencers where
hey are attempting to "jam" the riposte or the counter-attack. This gets a yellow card and a
mile from me - I used to do it. A common epee move that refs miss.

Frequently an accident. Looking at the box, thinking they hit valid. NOTE: this is not turning
back on the strip. And it does not count if the two fencers "dance" and both rotate. It applies
hen one fencer blatantly shows the unprotected back of their mask to their opponent.

Sometimes it can be the attempt of a skieve counter-attack gone bad. Judge carefully in
he event of a ski eve counter-attack - don't be so quick to throw the card. Allow a one
empo touch from opponent if they touch while fencer is turned. Beyond that, Halt and
nnul.

ou have two sets of people who commit covering. You have the rank amateur who has not
'learned how to avoid flinching - totally innocent. Then you have the crafty elite fencers who
o it intentionally (especially if they have their back blocking your view). Like corps to avoid
touch, WATCH the fencer who has just been parried or had their first attack fail!!
hen there is the world of MASK COVERING. If their eyes are looking at the ground, and

Ithey can shoot their opponent with the button of their mask - call it. If they lay their mask on
heir shoulder (ear to shoulder) - call it. Often occurs with a remise. YES this can result in a
Icard plus touch situation if the person tries to cover and they get touched anyways. Possibly
even a red and a touch if they offend more than once.
s for "substitution" - a tricky call. If they illoqlcally jump up in the air, and take a shot to the

'leg, card it. If they do a legitimate passata soto, don't card it.

his is an unusual penalty that you have to particularly watch for in epee. Why? Because an
'Iepee system wi" NOT register a white light when there is a break in the system like foil and
epee will. Often seen in amateurs who unfortunately hold the body cord as an anchor for
heir wayward unarmed hand. I usually will verbally tell them not to do that and explain why.
However if it's an experienced fencer, you must card.
In foil and saber, make sure the lame clip is on the ARMED side so you can't have a fencer
etach the lame clip.

Do not call if the fencer is tightening their cord between actions.

j
his is a slimy trick used by elite fencers. Don't confuse with a legitimate attempt to ski eve

counter attack. This is done with no intention to hit at a". Yellow card, and meter / meter. I
hink I have called this penalty less than 5 times.

Don't penalize amateur fencers while they fumble with their equipment. DO however
'~penalize fencers who continue to talk to their coaches ignoring your call to come en guarde,
hose who are tying and retying their shoes, or girls who excessively fool with their hair.
Sometimes this turns into a control thing where the fencer is attempting to take control of
he bout. Give the card, and remind them who is in charge. But don't be overenthusiastic
nd throw cards at kids who don't know how to plug in.

covers a massive amount of things.
is a partial list: failing weights, ripped sleeve, no plastron, visor mask, touch registering
bell, no mask strap, falling socks, failing shims, illegal blade bend ..etc. Card, replace,
ISCATE, and get on with the bout. Why confiscate? So you don't fail2x in a row. And

the parent or coach cannot take it for repair during that bout. Hold on to it, and return
the bout.

the case of no spare, this holds up the bout. They need to have their spare at the end of
strip waiting in case of failure.
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Don't confuse with epee attempts to get foot touches. Foil & epee only.

his is often done while taking what looks like a deep parry. I would check to see that it
oes indeed ground (block touches), and then give the card.

abre only for these, watch for close distance ripostes but watch to see whose fault it is. Is
e one about to be hit with a riposte committing corps a corps when they incidentally get hit
ith the bell? Or is it an overzealous riposte with a hit to the mask?
his is not to be confused with the 200 group RED for "blow with pommel".

For crossin ,you will most often see it in amateurs and kids. If an elite fencer does it, it will
Imost never be on a straight attack off the line but rather an error made with compound
ootwork.

*

HIS IS THE MOST POWERFUL CARD YOU HAVE II II Is there a rule against spitting? No.
ut you can verbally warn them, and then give a "refusal to obey" when they do it again.

How about doing a victory dance after a touch, or laughing in the opponents face. This is a
reat card to use if you wind up in a control struggle with a sawy and slimy fencer. They
now the rules by the letter, but often don't count on the application of this card. So tell them
hat it is you don't want them doing again, and if they repeat, card them.

t.82.2
1.84

ave yourselves grief and tell them (not just girls but 9!!Y§ also) during the pool or DE
heck-in that you WILL be carding for hair, and to get it off the lame. This usually nips it. If
ot, I do a single verbal warning, then I card. Go easy on little girls - don't make them cry.

Does this apply to epee fencers? YES! The hair cannot obscure the name on the back of
he jacket....................

an epee call. There is NO CORPS A CORPS IN EPEE. If they lightly bump into
other, "Halt", separate, annul touches involved, and restart. But if one of them is

oticeably shaken and is tactically disadvantaged by the contact, it is jostling. Again, look to
one who has just had their attack fail or who would benefit from the impact.

~~~c.;L.!,;"'-"'~ is almost interchangeable with abnormal fencing action. Hard to define.
ve jumping, stumbling, and generally spastic fencing is what will warrant this card.
always an amateur fencer card - good fencers hardly ever do things that qualify for 1.86.3

t.87.2nf8
1'-"'="-=-=:"-'-'-="'-"-'-' between the time that the light goes on, and when the referee calls

, is downright dangerous. It also disrupts the bout in the event that the fencer thinks
it, actually missed, and then you have to take away the opponents correct counter-
because an over-enthusiastic fencer rips his mask off.

1\LO!QI!~!llill...Q[!....!!J.lL§!!!}Q is something that makes fencinq look bad. If a fencer has to do
ething that requires disrobing (body cord change, no plastron, adjusting knicker straps)

I them to go to the end of the strip and do it - don't card for this. But if they are angrily
ndressing, card it.

P"=~~~~"--",,-,,,,-,--,,:.!"':!!I. is getting confused a lot. If the fall is within the tempo of the
causes a touch, it's a card with annulment. If the fall is an integral part of what

the point to target (throwing the body at the opponent, passata soto gone wrong) you
it. But if they fleche, hit. pass, and trip on their opponents spare weapons or otherwise

brl'irl,>nt:,iiv fall, you do nqt card. I see this penalty being ignored more than any other one
even an international level.

87.2

*

*
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his is often another "control issue" situation. Keep in mind - they may not appeal your calls
on right-of-way. Only on rules applications. DO NOT put yourself in the embarrassing
ituation of having a fencer prove you wrong on the rules. Know the rules inside and out.
hen a fencer starts to protest your calls on right-of-way, remind them that they cannot t 122 2/4
uestion you on matters of opinion, only fact (the rules). If they persist - YC for delay. If they' .

insist on having an observer or hand judges you must make the attempt and go to the bout
committee to try to accommodate them. Bout committee may not have personnel for their
request though. Get them fencing again. If they question you on a rule, get it clarified and
hen give them a card.

Team Captain can approach the referee or lodge protests - not the other team members or coach.
This is a special yellow card that carries from one bout to the next in a team competition.

a matter of disorganization on the part of the fencer. Always consider the
Ipossibility that the tournament committee may have made an error in posting. Initially not

at first call- YC. Second call. Wait 1 minute call - Re. Call a third time, wait 1
ute - Black card.

o
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~g the non-wea on arm or hand F
fhis is for defensive (hand parry) or offensive (grabbing the opponents blade) actions. It is t.22.1
-JOT for coveringl!

~nd group

-':
bsence of e ui ment control mark * r

1I10stof the time, it is just a rushed and confused fencer who forgets to get their mask
stamped, or over glove checked. RED, get a replacement fast, get them fencing. t.45.3.a
~emember, gloves and French grip epees are now checked.

~~b=s=e~n-cc='o=f-I=la=m=e~o=n~b~ac-~--a-b-se~n=c-e~o-f~N-a-tj-o-na-I-c-o-Io-r-s-"-'h-e-re--re~u=jr=e=d"-----------------r
~ED card, but get them fencing, Do not wait for them to get the name written I sprayed t 45 4
m. Only at an international level does this "disqualify" an athlete from fencing. YES - they . .
:an fence wlo name but each bout (pool and DE) starts wI red card.

nterruption of bout for claimed inl!!!v/cram no conr. lcd by do t n
::ramps are now something that a fencer can take a verified break for - but you better
lave the confirmation of medical staff. 10minutes from confirmation by medical staff is
vhat the athletes are allotted. If they are faking, RED CARD.

1.53.2
1.66.2

~eliberate touch not on Oe.l~EJ
sornetrnes done by skilled fencers who are trying anything to stop an attack, or disrupt
heir opponent's action. Allow the attack to continue, they get hit, and if the machine
egisters a touch (does not get blocked by the off target) award the touch, and then give
he offender a RED. If the machine does not get blocked, it is two touches for their
ipponent in one action. Recognize when this is a kids, or amateurs over-parrying
rccldent, and when it is deliberate. Don't give this card for a wide parry four that smashes
nto the floor.

OangerollS, violent or vindictive actioJl blo\\ ,~itJ\i'ua(.d...Jlr..PQI11nl~!~
\gain, this is something that must be stomped on quickly before a fencing bout turns into
I street fight. There should not be any confusion between this and riposte with the bell.
fhere is an intention of malice when this is committed.

1.87.2
t.I03
LlOS.1

1.82.3
1.83
1.96.2 $

(elling, cursing, insulting (either at the referee, their opponent, the other coach I parent). It
III applies. I always give this with the ominous warning - "Do it again and you're out".
)on't let a fencer get away with a lot of little things that leads them down the path to this
:ard. Give the card at the very first curse, swipe of weapon, etc Very important - WRITE it
lown.

Nhen fencers cheat to gain a tactical advantage. Had a fencer once yell "Look!" and point
It the ground. When their opponent looked down the fencer hit them.

Ne are not walking billboards. This applies very heavily in NCAA events, and World and
)Iympic level events.

Publicity Code

::oaches, parents, and teammates. Yelling, ranting, accosting the referee, intimidating
heir students I friends opponent, cursing, gesticulating, etc. Another one to nip quickly in
he bud. Some coaches like the attention - take it away from them. I am so glad that
expulsion" is now printed in black and white, and that the confusion of whether to expel is
10 longer an issue. DO NOT ALLOW your bout, pool, DE bracket, or tournament to be
hijacked" because of one of these characters. Warn then sternly once, and then EXPEL
hem!! We have a lot of attention seeking personalities out there lingering on the sides of
strips. This sport is about the fencers, not them.

1.82
1.83
1.96.3
tlI8

~o more taking lessons or practicing in a t-shirt and shorts. Full uniform required .

....good catch all category for behavior that violates sportsmanship. If severe though, move straight
04'" !,'1'OUp black card.
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most common device we see is the blue tooth jammed in the mask. Ask armorer or
echnical staff first before giving this card.

3et this verified by an armorer ~ proceeding to such an accusation. IL45.3.a------------lrl.-45-.-3.-a------

')biiiViiiiOiiiuiiis~b~laiiic~kiii.••••••••••••••••• --111-•• -... It.85.1
,-----------

\gain, get an armorers opinion before proceeding with this one.

\nother broad category. Throwing equipment (during or after bout), shoving the opponent, 1.8,70;,
hreatening or insulting the referee, throwing weapons, threats, loud cursing,. t. .

rhis rule has gotten much more serious. I always start bouts by telling them to salute andr
hen doing a point and eye contact"with each fencer. I always end bouts with 'Victory to t.87.3
iqht, salute and shake hands" and then I step to the strip and do a little mini-salute with
ny two fingers as they do it. I try not to give them the option of refusing a salute.-----------r---------

1

t.88
\ rare card - but watch for it among teammates, friends, siblings. I.]05.1

Nhen it escalates into a street fight. You should do everything in your power to stop ~
hings from escalating to this point (cards, stares, pointing). I'.IUJ.I

rhis is a card you would give Q!l!:x: after verification from a medical advisor. Also, it is often ~
lot the ref who gives the card but the DT. 1'"1L I

~~~ __~~~~r~~ 1
Annulment of any: touch scored by the fencer at fault

o Card that carries from one bout to the next in a team competition

~=..:..:....=.:....:;;)= Warning (valid for bout, whether one or several encounters).
Penalty touch.

Black Card = Exclusion or expulsion.

(1) Exclusion from competition.
(2) Exclusion from whole tournament.
(3) Expulsion from competition venue.

(4) In serious cases, Referee may exclude/expel immediately.
(5) Suspension for two competitions.

(6) Disqualification.
If a fencer commits an offence in the First Group after having been penalized with a Red Card, for whatever
reason, he or she receives a further Red Card. A fencer only receives a Black Card in the Third Group ifhe or

she previously committed an offence in this Third Group (demonstrated by a Red Card).
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Unwillingness to fence (Non-combativity)

When both fencers make clear their unwillingness to fence, the Referee will immediately
call "Halt!"

If one of the two criteria below is present, there is unwillingness to fight.

1. a) Criterion of time: approximately one minute of fencing without a touch.
2. b) Excessive distance (greater than the distance of an advance-lunge) for at least 15

seconds.

Individual Events

If during the.first two periods of a direct elimination bout both fencers make clear their
unwillingness to fence, the Referee will proceed to the next period, without the minute
rest.

When both fencers make clear their unwillingness to fence during the third £eriod of a
direct elimination bout, the Referee will roceed to a last minute of fencing. his last)
inute, which will be fenced in its entire ,will be decisive and will be preceded by a

drawing of lots to decide the winner should the scores be equal at the end of the minute.

Team events

If both teams make clear their unwillingness to fence during a team match, the Referee
will proceed to the next bout.

If both teams make clear their unwillingness to fence during the last bout, the Refereewill
proceed to a last minute of fencing. his last minute, which will be fenced in its entire!)r,
will be decisive and will be preceded by a drawing of lots to decide the winner should the
scores be equal at the end of the minute.
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